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Abstract Watermarking scheme is a well-known method for 
copyright protection of images. However, it encounters two 
serious problems, First, some successful attacks can be easily 
developed to destroy watermark once the embedding algorithm of 
watermarking is made public. Secondly, we can not identify who 
the real owner is if multiple watermarks are embedded in an 
image. In this paper, a robust copyright protection scheme for 
digital images that combines image feature extraction and 
timestamp technique is proposed. Our scbeme can resist both 
geometric distortion and signal processing attacks, and can 
distinguish who the real owner is when multiple watermarks are 
embedded in the image. Some Simulation results are conducted to 
show that our scheme can work well and efficiently+ 
Indpx Terms-Feature extraction, geometric distortion, 
timestamp, Marr wavelet, robust watermark. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ecently, due to the rapid growth of Internet and 
communication technologies, there has been an explosion R n the use and distribution of digital contents. Especially, 
as E-commerce has evolved into a huge business, content 
distribution plays an important role in the market of digital 
contents. 
However, digital contents may be copied or manipulated 
easily without any control. And it is not easy to chstinguish the 
original !?om the copy. The basic idea for copyright protection 
is to distinguish who the real owner is and to protect the 
intellectual property rights. 
Watermarking scheme [6],  [9], [lOJ, and [I31 is a 
well-known method for copyright protection of images. 
However, it encounters two serious problems. First, some 
successful attacks can be easily developed to destroy 
watermark once the embedding algorithm of watermarking is 
made public. Secondly, as. Craver [4] stated, it is allowed to 
embed more than one watermark in an image. Therefore, if 
multiple watermarks are embedded by in an image, we can not 
know which watermark is the first one embedded. 
In this paper, we develop a robust digital image copyright 
protection scheme (DICP). The scheme combines the 
advantage of image feature extraction and timestamp such that 
it can resist various attacks and identify the embedded ordering 
of watermarks when multiple watermarks are embedded to an 
image, DICP has three characteristics: not modifying the 
original image, register at the fair third party, using timestamp 
to prove who the real owner is. Section I1 describes the feature 
extraction method used in the proposed scheme. Section I11 
contains the description of our digital images copyright 
protection scheme. We show the security analysis for our 
scheme in Section IV. Simulation results in Section V will 
show the performance of our scheme. Finally, Section VI 
concludes this presentation. 
11. FEATURE XTRACTION 
We adopt a feature exb-action method called Mexican Hat 
wavelet scale interaction. This method was presented in [2] ,  [5] ,  
[7], and [l I ] .  It determines the feature points by identifying the 
intensity changes in an image. Since significant intensity 
changes may occur at different scaled versions of the same 
image, Marr and Hildreth suggested that different operators 
should be used at different scales for optimally detecting 
significant intensity changes. The Mexican Kat wavelet 
(Manwavelet) [2], [ 5 ] ,  [7], and [ l l ]  is a rotation-invariant 
wavelet. It has a circularly symmetric frequency response. The 
computational cost is high because this wavelet is not separable. 
In fact, it is the Laplacian of a Gaussian function. The wavelet 
analysis filter is localized at different frequencies and spatial 
scales, The Mexican Hat mother wavelet at location is defined 
by (1) 
(1) is the filter or mask on spatial domain. I is the vector 
which is formed from the center (original) of the filter to its 
location. 1 1 ~ ' 1 1 =  ( x 2  + y ' )X  means its length ofthe vector. 
apply Fourier transform to "(2) and then we get (2) 
We may change the spatial filter to frequency filter. We 
k' is similar to i . k" represents the 2-D spatial frequency. The 
feature extraction method proposed uses the following 
quantities: 
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Mi(z)=(2-%(2- i  * : ) ) * A  (4) 
where Mi(;) represents the response of the Mexican Hat 
wavelet operator at spatial location It of scale i , y is a scaling 
parameter, 4 j ( 2 )  is the scale interaction between two 
different scales i and j , A is the input image, and ‘‘ * ” 
denotes the convolution operation. Examples of filtered images 
at two different scales are shown in Fig. I(a) and (b). 
. ,  
Fig. 1. (a) Mexican Hat wavelet filtered image at scale i = 4. @) Mexican Hat 
wavelet filtered image at scale i = 2. 
There are many methods which can extract features. We 
adopted Mexican Hat wavelet scale interaction for the 
following reasons: First, because Mexican Hat wavelet scale is 
achieved by interaction of two hfferent scales of the original 
image, it provides the capability of robustness when we choose 
proper scale parameters. Secondly, the effect of local variations 
can be limited in this method. Thirdly, this wavelet function is 
rotationally invariant. In other words, feature points are not 
changed after image rotation. Fourthly, since the Mexican Hat 
wavelet is essentially bandlimited, the noise sensitivity problem 
in feature extraction can be reduced. Finally, the extracted 
feature points do not shift their locations much under 
high-quality P E G  compression, as discussed in [5 ] .  
111. COPYRlGHT PROTECT FOR DIGITAL IMAGES 
Our scheme contains two parts: register phase and detection 
phase. In register phase, there are two steps. First, we need fmd 
the feature points of the original image. We apply feature 
extraction just mentioned in section 11. Suppose we extract m 
feature points. F =  (il,jz ,..., j m ] .  We keep positions of all 
these feature points in the coordinate system in which the 
original point (0, 0) is located on the center of the original 
image, namely f i  = ( x , , y i )  , i = 1,2,3, ..., m 
Secondly, we record the coordinates of all feature points. The 
image size A4 and N of the original image is also recorded. 
We register the coordinates of all feature points, the image size, 
and the identity of the owner to a fair third party. The fair third 
party gives the timestamp of these parameters and the signature 
S by signing those parameters like Fig. 2. We can use this 
timestamp and signature S to prove that we have the image. 
Note that how to choice an appropriate m is an important thing. 
Our scheme is more robust to resist signal process attacks and 
geometric distortion when m is large. As an example, choosing 
- 
10-20 feature points for Lena with 5 12 x 512 pixels 
suggested. 
Image m e r  0, 
signing funchon 
I I 
Fig. 2. register phase. 
is 
In detection phase, there are three steps. First, we need find 
the feature points of the transformed image. We apply feature 
extraction just mentioned in section 11. Suppose we extract a set 
of m feature points G = {gl ? g2 ? * * * ? gm }. We keep positions 
of all these feature points in the coordinate system, namely 
g, = ( x i , y i ) ,  i = 1 , 2 , 3  ,... ,m 
Secondly, we need run some inverse transformation 
operations. Since images may suffer fiom some attacks such as 
rotation, cropping, and scaling, the set of feature points fkom a 
attacked image, denoted by G ,  may be different from the 
previously registered set of feature points, denoted by F . 
However, we observe that it is just structural shifted fiom F to 
G . We want to do some inverse-transformed on G to 
“recover” it and make the recovered set, denoted by G , ,  
similar to F . 
We take two inverse transformations: Inverse Rotate 
Transform and Inverse Scale Transform. 
Inverse Rotate Trunsform: = (a,b) rotates with some angle 
0 as follows. 
, I  
[;I = [sin B cos e ][“3 .?= TR (0); 
COS@ -sin0 b 
We rotate every element in G with angle t9 to create 
G’={g I ’ ,g2’  - ,..., 9,’) which minimizes D(O), 
2 
where i, is the nearest feature point about gi’ in F . 
Note that we need find the optimal BoPr to minimize D ( 8 ) .  
When an image is scaled to a very large size or to a very small 
size before inverse rotation transform, Bopl will be more 
difficultly determined. To solve this problem, we must 
eliminate the effect of scale as follows. 
n e  original feature points F = k,jz, ...,jm], 
f i  = ( x j , y i ) ,  i=1,2,3,  ..., m 
Inverse Scule Transfonn: If X = (a,b) is scaled with factor 5, 
in x direction and with factor S, in y hection. Therefore, 
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?= Ts(,Yx,sy)2 
We scale every element in G’ to 
G”= {g,”,~2’t,. . , ,gn’’) by multiplying Ts(sx,sy) . 
We find s, , s,, respectively to minimize 
- 
hi is the nearest feature points about gi” in F ,  
When we find s, and sy , we can eliminate the effect of scale. 
Thirdly, there are many methods for feature points 
matching, such its [l], [3], [PI, and [12]. We provide a simple 
matching method to fit our needs, We set a radius T . Construct 
m disks centered at each element in F like Fig. 3. Then check 
each element G ‘  whether it is located in one of disks. If it is, 
we call the element Hit. If not, we call the element Miss. Count 
the number of Hit feature points in G ” ,  denote NumHit . We 
lVumHir 2 1  and pass set a threshold. T H = -  , If -
verification of the signature like Fig. 4, we claim that the image 
you have was registered ago. If - NumHit <’ or not pass 
verification of the signature, we claim that the image you have 
does not belong to you. If many people can present their feature 
points and the corresponding timestamp, we may compare the 
timestamps of aII these candidates to determine who the first 
person to register is. 
1 
2 m 2  
m 2  
Fig. 3. Centered at feature points with radius = 3. 
m. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
Two kinds of errors are possible in detecting process. The 
false-alarm probability (no registered but detected) and the 
miss probability ( registered but detected none to match it). 
This is a tradeoff between the probability of one error and the 
other one. Typically, reducing one will increase the other. 
The more severe attack was applied under original image, 
the bigger m i s s  probability is. It is difficult to measure how 
severe attack is and to analysis miss probability. So, doing 
experiments under all conditions of attacks is a wiser way. 
Fig. 4. Feature points match and verification of signature (S) and 
----I 
I 
timeslamp (T). 
Now, we analyze false-alarm probability. The following 
image shows that white region for HIT region while black for 
MISS region. The white and block ratio: 
30 32 = 0.0032357 
512x512 
So, we can compute the false-alarm probability P that the 
algorithm miss-identify owner. 
P = Cfi x 0.003235710 x (1 - 0.0032357)’* = 
It is a very small number. So, attackers have difficulty to 
pretend to be legal owner. When an image was embedded 
more than one watermark simultaneously, we can check the 
timestamp to distinguish who is the first register. And the first register 
is real owner. Therefore, although an attacker embeds the watermark 
of it in the image, it still cannot pretend to be legal owner. 
V. SIMULATION 
We test our proposed digital image copyright protection 
scheme on the popular test images 512x512 Lena, Baboon, and 
Peppers. We use StirMark 3.1 [ 141 to test the robustness of our 
scheme. The StirMark 3.1 attacks can roughly be classified into 
two categories: common signal processing and geometric 
distortions. 
Geometric distortions include rotation, scaling, cropping, 
and flipping. Common signal processing include compression, 
sharpening, and blurring, 
Simulation results show in TABLE I and TABLE 11. And we 
show our scheme can survive both geome@ic distortion and 
signal processing attacks. 
TABLE 1. FRACTION OF CORRECTLY DETECTED WATERMARK DISKS 
UNDER GEOMETRIC DFSTORTION ATTACKS 
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1) image feature points 
2) feature points matching 
3) timestamp 
We do not modify the original image. Only need to extract 
feature of image and register it to the fair third party. 
The performance of our scheme could be further improved if 
the feature points ware even more robust. Thus, one direction 
of hture research can be the search for more stable feature 
points and more reliable extraction algorithm under severe 
geometric distortion. 
FRACTION OF CORRECTLY DETECTED WATERMARK DISKS UNDER 
COMMON SIGNAL PROCESSMG ATTACKS 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a robust Digital Images Copyright Protection 
scheme (DICP) was designed not only to resist image 
geometric distortion signal processing attacks but also to 
distinguish who is real owner when an image was embedded 
more than one watermark simultaneously. There are three key 
elements in our scheme. 
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